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We prove a limit theorem for the mathematical expectation of the solution of an initial value 
problem in a Hilbert sp:~ce. The random differential equations considered here Satisfy a strong 
mixing condition which is weaker than the one imposed in analogue results ~Cogburn and Hersh, 
1973; Papanicolaou and Varadhan, 1973), Our motivation to develop this analysis comes from 
a system (Nogueira, preprint) formed by coupling an external source to the Martin-Emch model 
(Martin and Emch, 1975). 
random differential eq:..ations * Hilbert space * strong mixing condition 
• limit theorem 
introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to present a limit theorem for a certain class of 
random differential equations in Hilbert space. Our approach is motivated by a well 
posed problem in Statistical Mechanics that will be discussed later. The asymptotic 
analysis approach given in this paper follows the works of Cogburn and Hersh [i ], 
Papanicolaou and Varadhan [10] and Papanicolaou and Kohler f9]. The theory of 
random differential equations, we are concerned here, has been linked to the theory 
of stochastic differential equations of the !t8 type (see [9]). 
One of the motivations of the pr¢sent work is to answer some open questions 
(see Nogueira [8]) related to a problem posed and solved, up to some restrictions, 
by Martin ~,nd Emch [7] where a macroscopic evolution equation is rigourously 
derived fronl the microscopic dyn':mics of a certain model, later Spohn [12] innovated 
their model and exploited their mechanism to derive a macroscopical transport 
equation. "[his motivated us to use random differential equations aspects of the 
model to s, tudy the asymptotic behavior of its averaged ynamics. The system 
considered isformed by coupling the so called Martin-Emch model ~ith an external 
source, e.g. a boson bath, that creates avibration on the whole crystal. This vibration 
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is abstractly described by a stationary stochastic flow acting in the random interaction 
of electrons and impurities located on the crystal. This stationary flow satisfies a 
mixing property which is not strong enough in order to permit the use of earlier 
results [1, 10]. 
This paper contains three sections. In the first section, we obtain an inequality 
for Hilbert space-valued random variables and introduce our notion of strong mixing. 
This inequality plays an important role in the proof of our limit theorem. In the 
second section, we establish a theorem that studies the asymptotic behavior of 
.solutions of a class of random differential equations. In the last section, we formulate 
a problem (,,olved in [8]) that requires the asymptotic analysis developed in the 
second section. Furthermore we sketch a model, according to Hamiltonian 
mechanics, whose time-evolution is given through a random differential equation 
which we solve and prove that fits our analysis. 
1. An inequality |or Hilbert-space valued random variables 
Let (-O, :T, P) be a probability space and ff~ and ~'a be two sub-tr-algebras of ~. 
Let E{-} mean integration w:.th respect o P, that is 
E{. }= f • (w)P(dw). 
d 
One way to measure the rate of mixing between the sub-tr-algebras ;~:, and ,7~ 
is through tl-~'e so called maximal correlation coetficient 
l lf,- t:r )tl ., } 
- i s, 
Let Y[ be a separable Hilbert space and {ek" k c/7' } be an orthonormal basis in 
~i We assume that £ and 77 are ;~-valued random variables, respectively, weakly 
:~,-measurable and weakly ,~2-measurable. Moreover we suppose that E ]J~]l" and 
El[ni l  2 are finite, where 1[. II is the norm in ~?(. 
We have that 
~= ,.,';" a~t'k and 77= x" b~ek, 
k -I k : l  
where a~ =(_& ek) and b~ =(~,e~) are complex-valued random variablcs, respec- 
tively, ::~-~-measurable and ¢~:-measurable for each k c 7/~ and ( . , .  } stands for the 
inner product in 3(. Consequently Elak[ 2 and Elbkl 2 are finite for each k c ~'~. 
For short we call c~ the maximal correlation coefficient a(5;t, ;~,_). We then have. 
for each k c ~' ,  
Wc use this inequality to obtain the following iesult. 
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Lemma 1.1. Under the above assumptions, 
IE< - 11,7 II =. 
We n, ~, introduce our noticn of strong mixing condition which is directly related 
to the s ,  called maximal correlation coefficient. 
We assume that the probability space (O, 3;, P) has the following properties: 
(A) There exists {3;~:0<~s~<t<~+~}, a family of sub-o'-algebra of .~ which 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(AI) 3;ts',~ f;t~, O<~s<~sn <~tn <~t<~ +o~, 
(A2) the coefficient defined, for each r ~ 0, by 
= a( ,~, ) ,~. , )  ( l . l )  a(r)  sup oz, ~z+~ 
r ~0 
measures the rate of mixing between the or-algebras ~', and 
If " a l r )  d r< +o~. (1.2) ) 
The or-algebras ~ are commonly said to satisfy a strong mixing property when 
a(r) - - ,0  as r - ,  +oc [3]. However, in order to prove our asymptotic limit theorem 
in Section 2 ~,e need the stronger condition (1.2). 
Next we use the notion of weak measurabil ity which can be found in [2]. 
Let t >~i and r~ >0.  Let s ¢ and rt be ~-valued random va;iables, respectively, 
weakly-~, -measurable and weakly-~-~/.~,-measurable. It follows from Lcmma 1.1 
and the definition of the coefficient a that 
I t (#-  n)l < a(r)E"2II II"E ' -'ll II 2. 
According to [3] the or-algebras ~'  ,~, are said to satisfy the strongly mixing condition 
if, for r ~ 0, 
f l l r ) -=sup sup IPIAc~B)-P(A)P(B)]~O, (1.3) 
t - I I  A,  ~;/~ 
as r ~ +x~. This coefficient was introduced by Rosenblatt [11 ]. 
This coefficient ,8 is related, for th:' Gaussian case to our coefficient ~ ( I. 1 ) in [3, 5 ]. 
The condition imposed in [I, 10,9] differs from ours (1,1) and it is called m [3] 
uniform mixing condition. The or-algcbras :~z, are said to satisfy the uniform mixing 
condition if, for r/> 11, 
p(r)~sup sup IP(I; A) P(IS)]"(), (!.4) 
as r~ +cx, This is stronger than the so called strong mixing condition (1.3). 
It is proved in [3] that a Gaussian system satisfie.,, the uniform mixing condition 
ii. and only if the or-algebras .~z~, z~ ~, .:eke,, are independent for all sufficiently large n 
(i,e. p(r)  = () for large ~'). Thus a result that uses the strong mixing condition (1.3) 
instead of the uniform mixing condition ( 1.4) has for itself a wide class of applications. 
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We mention in Section 3 an example, an application of the Theorem 2.2 where 
the uniform mixing condition does not hold, but it satisfies the strong mixing 
condition. 
2. Asymptotic analysis of random evolutions 
We call random differential equations, differential equations which are indexed 
by a probability space. Their perturbation does not come necessarily from an external 
noise. 
in this section, our aim is to prove a result in asymptotic analysis of random 
evolutions which are given by random differential equations. When the abstract 
structure which will be described here, represents a (physical, biological, etc.) system, 
the assumption (A) made in the last section stores the history of the experiment 
and will be valid for our theorem. Many of our hypotheses can be easily weakened. 
However, in order to have a cleaner proof, we impose some hypotheses stronger 
than we eventually need. Before we state the problem, we write some definitions 
and assumptions. 
(B) There exists { V(t)' t ~ 0} a family of random operators acting in the separable 
Hilbert space ~ which satisfies the following conditions: 
(B1) There exists O,,c ~, with P(Oo) = 1, such that for every $ e Y(, 0<~ t3 <~ t2 ~< tl 
and to c It,;, V(tl, o)~b, V(tl, to) V(/2, to)t~ and V(h, to) V(I2, to) V(t3, to)~b are in X. 
(B2) The operators V(t,. ), for t ~0,  are weakly measurable with respect o the 
a-algebra generated by B× ;T, where B denotes the algebra of Borel sets on [0, co). 
,~,-measurabie. (B3) For each ~h~ ~'and tc [0 ,~) ,  V(t)O is weakly '  
(B4) There exists a constant C > 0, such that, for every 4, e ,~ and 0 ~ t3 <~ t2 ~ t~, 
(i) Ell v(t,)611 ~ c-'ll6ll 
(ii) EI]V(t~)V(tz)~I[2~CZIIdp[I2, 
(iii) EltV(t,)v(tz)v(t~),t,12<~c2tl,hll  2, 
I,,~ & [[j" ds V(s)Ol l~c=(t, - t2)[ I6[ l  2
(B5) For every & c ~ and t ~(1, 
t:.1 i' it),b} =(~. 
All integrals o[ 7t-valued functions which appear in this section are in Bochper's 
sense (see [2]~. 
"[he object of our study is the initial-value problem in the Hilbert space ~' 
- Al,"(t)yA(t), y~(O)=& t:~-(), (2.1) 
fit 
v.'here ,b c ~: is fixed and A is a positive parameter. We assume that: 
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(C) The initial-value problem (2. I) has a unique solution and there exist solution 
operators (or propagator operators) M(^)(t, s), a< s_< t, such that 
ya (t) = M ~a)(t, s) y~, (s). 
Moreover the operators MtA)(t, s) have the following properties: 
(C1) For each ~ ~ ~ fixed, M(a)(t, s)4, is weakly ~',-measurable. 
(C2) There exists a constant C>0 such that for every 4,~ ~ and 0~ s<~ t, 
(i) 
(ii) 
liMe'S(t, s)~ll ~ Cll~ll 
E II[M (~)(t, s ) -  I ]* ~tl 2 <~ CE Ii[M ~')(t, s) - ~r]~ II 2. 
(C3) ~e finite propagator property 
M(a)(t, t) = L Mt'~)(t, s)M~^)(s, r)= M~a~(t, r), 
for every 0 ~< r ~ s ~ r 
(C4) The backward propagator property 
M~(t, s)4, = 4,+ ~ af' dr M~^)(t, r) V(r)4,, 
for every 0 ~< s<~ t and 4, e ~'. 
There is a wide literature concerned with the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution operators M(a~(t, s) (e.g., [4] and [6]). 
In case the operators M~A)(t, s) are normal, condition (C2-ii) is clearly satisfied. 
Finally we define the generator of the deterministic semi-group which is the 
asymptotic limit of the mean value of the solution of the Cauchy problem (2.1). 
(D) Let 
4, c Yt~'~ s - l im ! f ' -  as f ~ 
t --, :x, t ) () 
dr E{ V(s)  V ( r )~}~ 
define an operator called V which generates a contractive semi-group {S(7)= 
exp(~'V)" r t> 0}. Moreover for ewzry fixed ~" I> 0 and ~ c ~' 
ll i ,,,+, lim sup ds l--~ I l[! ?"11 tO I lq dr El '~(s) V(r)S(~)~,}- f'S(,~)4, =(). 
Using Lemma i.1 and conditions (Cl) and (C3), we obtain an inequality which 
plays an important role in the proof of our main theorem. Thins inequality allows 
us to control the long-time limit of the solution of the initial-vaiae problem (2.1 ~ 
Lemma 2.1. Let 0 ~ r <~ s < t and assume t - s= n6, where n is a positive integer and 
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(~=(t -s ) /n>O.  Then we have 
IE(M(^~( t, r)4~- M(~)( t, s)E( M¢~( s, r)4,}, ~)l 
n- - I  
<~ y. a(k~)E'/2l l[M'~(s,r)- l]4)l l  z 
k=O 
x E'/Zll[M(~'(s +( k + l)& s+ kS) -  l]* 6112, 
[or every ~, ~ e ~. 
Proof. We first note, using repeatedly the assumption (C3), that for 0<~ r<~ s <~ t
we have 
M~A)(t, s) = [M(^~(t, s ) -  I ]+ I 
. -  I 
= Y. [M '~'(t - j& t - ( j+  l )6 ) - I ]M '^ ' ( t - ( j+  l)& s )+ l  
and since the expected value commutes with the scalar product, we obtain, for ~b, 
E(M'^)( t, s)~p- E{M(~( t, s)(;b}, ~)=0. 
it follows that 
E(M~(t ,  r)~b- M 'a ~(t, s)E{M~At(s, r)~b}, ~b) 
t l  I 
= 5 E([M'* ' ( t - j& t - ( j+  1)~5)- I ]M~A'(t-( j+ l)& s) 
× [(M'A'(s, r) - l ) (b- lE{(M'~'(s,  r) -  l)~b}], ~,) 
n-  I 
: Z E([M'a'(s, r ) -  l]dp-E{[M(~'(s, r ) -  l]~b}, M '~ ' ( t - ( j+  1)(5, s)* 
);=ll  
z [M'~'(t-]6, t -  (j + 1)(5) - I]*0). 
We now use condition (CI) to apply Lemma 1.1, together with the remark 
following it, on the above identity 
IE(M 'a'( t, rlcb - M 'a )(t, s )E lM 'A'(s, r)~b}, 0)t 
n | 
"~: E a ( t - s - ( j+  r ) -  I ]61[  -~ 
x E ' ;2 I IM 'A ' ( t - I j+  1)& s)*[M'" ' ( t - j& y - ( j+  1),~)-- I]'6112 
F I - - ]  
= x Z a(kf)E'/2p,[M'a'(s,r)-l]4,1t 2 
× t : " : l lM ' " ' ( s  +/,:,~..,,-l*[M'"'(s + (k ,  I)~, s+ k , '~- / ]*~I I " .  
where k=n- (  j+ l). [:~ 
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We now state the theorem which studies the asymptotic behavior of the solution 
of the initial-value problem (2.1), as A ~ 0 and azt remains fixed. This time-rescaled 
limit is sometimes called the weak coupling limit. Spohn [13] made a review on this 
subject with a mathematical physics approach. 
Theorem 2.2. Let assumptions (A), (B), (C) and (D) hold. Then we have, for every 
fixed "r >i 0 and & and ~b in ~, that 
lim+ E{(M (r/A 2, 0)~, ¢s)} = (S(r)&, ¢s). 
A -*0  
Proof. One of the techniques used to prove this result consists of repeating the 
finite propagator property (C3) a few times for the same expression. We will mainly 
use the following identity: 
(E) M~(t ,  s)& = ~b+A dr V(r)qb+A 2 dr dq V(r) V(q)& 
s s 
+x3f idrf dqf;dpM' (t,r)V(r)V(q)V(P'< .
We now prove Theorem 2.2. We emphasize that through the proof C denotes 
the constant established in hypotheses (B4) and (C2). 
We take a fixed z>0.  We let Z-->0. For each A, we choose n=n(A)  in such a 
manner that n is a positive integer greater than I/A :v2 and l=(r/L2)n--,oo with 
A i z--> O, as A--> 0 (for example take 1/A ~3/s< n < I/A )5/x, in this case A~/~r < Ale< 
X ~/%). 
The finite propagator property (C3) gives the following decomposition: 
[M 2, 0) - S( 
I'l-- ] 
= ~ M(~(r/A 2, kl+l)[M(*~(kl+l, kl)-S(,t21)]S(k,tZl)¢>. 
k =O 
For simplicity we write &k = S(k~21)& • We thus obtain 
2, 051 
tl 1 
= E E{(M~A'(r/A, kl 4-l)[M'A~(kl+ 1, kl) - S ,~A2 l ) ]d#k,  0)} 
k "=0 
t! . I 
= ~, E{(M~'(r /A 2, kl+l)E{[M'^~(kl+l, kl)-S(A21)]qbk}, 0)} 
k=O 
n'--I 
+ Y. E{(M'A'(r/A 2 kl+ l)[M(A)(kl+ 1, kl)-S(A21)]dpk, ~J) 
k - :0  
-(M~*'( r/ A "~, kl + I)E{[M '~ '( kI + l, kl) - S(A 2l)]bk}, 0)}. 
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We thus have 
IE{(M(^~(r/A 2, 0) - S(~')]d,, ~)}l 
n-  I 
<~ E ElllM("'(r/ a Z, kl + l)E{[M(~}( kl+ l, k l ) -  S(x 21)]4~ktI}tl~ll 
k=O 
n- I  
+E 
k=O 
IE{(M(a)( ~'/ A 2, kl + l)M(~)( kl + 1, kl)~bk, O) 
- (M(^) ( r /A  2, kl + l )E{Mt^)(  kl + 1, kl)4~:}, O)}j 
= I~ "1-I2. 
We fir~,.t estimate 12. We have 
~k,= ]E{(M(~)( ~./ A 2 kl)4~k- M~^)('r/ A 2, kl + l)E{M'A)( kl + l, kl)d~k}, 0)}1. 
For a fixed 0<~ k ~ n - 1, we can choose 1 <~ (5 = 6(k) < 2 and m = re(k) a positive 
integer such that z/)t 2_ (kl + l) = m& Consequently Lemma 2.1 gives that 
l ? l -  | 
l~k)<~ Y. a(j6)E'/2{ll[M(~'(kl+l+(j+ 1)6, kl+l+j6)-I]*OJl 2} 
j =0 
× E'/2{I I[M'~'(ki  + !, k l ) -  l],~k 
since the function t,--.a(t) is decreasing and (5/> 1, a(j6)<~ a(j), consequently 
3C: 
I~k~<~ ) , ct 11 ltlk ( " 'E ' /2 ' " rM(^}(k l+ !+(  j+  1)(5, k l+ II 2} 
j .-0 
x E~/2{ii[M'~'(kI+ l, kl) - l](hk 
It follows from the assumption (C2) that 
l'~ k) -~ C V ~(])E'/2{ll[M~'tkt+ I ( ]+ 1)& kl+ l+j~)- l ]On 2} 
1=0 
x E ,/2{ II[M,~ ,( kl + l. kl) - l](hk tl 2}. 
Consequently we obtain 
x 
l~k}~C v a(k)pl(h)v2(A, I), 
1:=(I 
where 
v~(a) -- sup 
I ~ 6< 2 
I , ' 2  (A~ E {tI[M (s+a,s)-1]¢,ll-'} 
and 
vz(,L 1)= sup E"2{[[[M"~(s+ 1. s ) -  I]S(t)6112}. 
0 ~ t"  r 
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We first evaluate u~(A). We fix s~0 and 1 ~/ i  <2.  In view of (C4), 
E'I2{Jl[MtA'(s+&s)-I]¢s[[2}=E 'i2 A drMt"'(s+&r)V(r)dl 
Condition (C2) gives that 
tLJsfrf'+~ ]2} ,,/~,~-c~ sup E"~/// drllV(r)+ll 
CA sup E'I2 I I  12 dr II V(r)@li ~ dr 
I ~-- ~ "-- 2 ,~ , ,ps  as  
~<CA ,f2sup E I/2 IIV(r)gsll2dr . 
• ~0 S 
As a consequence of (B4-i), we see that 
~,(a) ~< 2c-~a I!~11. 
We now evaluate u2(A, !). Take fixed s~>0 and 0 f  t<~ 7-. Using the identity (E), 
we have that 
E~/2{II[M~'(s+ I, s)- l]S~t)@ll 2} 
~< AE'i2{iif? +' dr v(r)s(,6[] 2} 
{Ill;' ;;' t1"} +A2E ~''~ dr dq V(p)V(q) V(r)S(t)O 
/llS.; +' ;+' r-+' IV} +A2E 1t2 dr dq dpMla'(s+l,p)Y(q)V(r)S(t)ch #" i I  q 
= Yl + Y2+ Y~. 
It follows from (B4) that 
~,i~c'h~Tiis(t,611, Y2~CAZI'IIS(t)dp[I and ~3~ca't'llS(O@ll 
Tl:e contractiveness of S(t) (see condition (D)) gives that 
l t,z(A,l)~r,+re+r~<~C(h~l+A212+A31S)llchll. 
This inequality reads 
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where 13¢A, i) = C(1 /~ l+Al+A212) ->O,  as A -*0, with l=  I(A) defined as we did in 
the beginning of the proof. 
Theretore we have 
l~k"<~C a( j )  2c2all,/,ll • at#(~,011,#ll 
1") 
where C~ only depends on I1~11 and I1~11, since I0 a(s) ds is finite (1.2). 
We thus obtain 
P l -  ] 
I~ = E I~k'-<. ~ nA21[3(*, I)C, = rfl(A, l)C, 
k=O 
and we conclude that 
Iz -,0, 
as A-*0. 
We now estimate I~. By condition (C2-i) 
i ' ?  ' ~ eli E{[M (* '{ kl + I, k l ) -  S( h 21)1¢k}11" II g'll- 
For simplicity we assume II,/,11 = 1. Applying the triangle inequality we have that 
/',k' <~ C II E{EM'* ' (k¢ + l, kl) - I - A :l(/]¢kk 111 + c II rl + ~-~!9-  s (a  ~-l)]~,k tl. 
Upon using identity (E), it follows from hypothesis (B5) and the triangle inequality 
that 
fkt*, [k~,, 'i 
l~l~ ' <~ A 21ll .# kt ., r dr dq E{ V(q) V(r)&a}- l?&k {I 
I1{¢ I?' }l +~t ~ E dr dq dpM~(k l+ l ,p )V(p)V(q)V( r )&k  dk l  . q 
+ II[I + x ~n?-  s(h :t)]d,~ tt 
We note that 
I dr dqE{V(q)V(r)S(O&}- V$(t)& 
( ) *  l'~ T 
= h 21p(l), 
where p(l) depends on O and r. By assumption (D), p( l )~O,  as 1-~ a.~, and & and 
r remain fixed. 
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With respect to 82, we observe that 
f kl+l ~ kl+l ~ kl+i 
82<~A3C dr dq dpE'/2{llV(p)V(q)V(r)4~k)12L 
dk l  , J r  ,~ q 
in view of (C2-i). 
By (B4-i i i ) ,  we see that 
82<- x2Pcll~kll. 
We now deal 'with 83. Condition (D) says that {S(t) = exp(tl?): t i> 0} is a contrac- 
tive semi-group and the domain of 17' is the whole space ~. 
For e > 0 and ~b e ~,  
S(e)¢~ - dp = f f  diS(t) ("~b 
= dt[ 17'4~ + drS(r)V'24~] 
) 
=eV~+ dt drS(r)('2c~. 
) ) 
Consequently 
I I8(~)4,- , / , -  e¢4,11 = dt drS(r)~'2c~ <~ ~ tlP-~II. 
I I 
By the above inequality 
8~<-~1=/2  •11 ¢-',~ II. 
We note that 
(/2 4~ k= S( kA 21) f/2 6, 
since 6k = S(kA21)dP. We thus have 
11~-~ll<~ll~2~ll and 8,<~A41-~/211¢-'~11. 
It follows that 
l(,k' ~ < 8, + 82+ 8~ <~ A=l[p(l) + A/-'c-'II ~, It + A21/211 ¢'=~,113 = A-~t~'(a, t) 
and, consequently, 
n - I  
k =0 
where y(A, I )~  O, as A ~ O. Recall from the beginning of the proof that we have 
there 1 --> oo and A 21 -, O, as A ~ O. 
We therefore conclude that, for every fixed r/> (1, 
~{(M (~'( T/,~ :, O) - S( ;-)]~,. 0}} -" O, 
as A~O. [] 
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3. An  appl icat ion 
We now present a situation where we can apply the mathematical nalysis 
introduced in Section 2. We intend here to build the skeleton of a problem which 
is solved in [8]. Our object of interest is a certain many-body system. Attained only 
to its Hamiltonian mechanics description, we say that its dynamical evolution 
corresponds to a random differential equation of the form 
dye(t) 
d-~-- - ~ V(  t)y^ (t). 
We will solve the equation and, in the process, construct the whole structure which 
hides behind the dynamical picture we consider. 
The system results of coupling a free-system with a reservoir. The abstract 
formulation says that the free-system is defined by a self-adjoint operator H~ acting 
in a Hilbert space 9~ ~vith time-evolution described by the one-parameter strongly 
continuous group of operators { U~ (t) = exp(itH]): te R}. The reservoir is represen- 
ted by its dynamics, a gorup of measure-preserving transformations { Y,: t ~ It~} acting 
in the probability space (O, .~, P). The effect of the reservoir on the free-system 
will be explained next. 
The interaction law is given by the random operator 
V= V v,,A,,, 
t'l ~ ] 
where r,, are real-vah~ed square integrable random variables in (/2, ~, P) and A,, 
are self-adjoint operators acting in ,~j. 
The interacted system is then described by the timc-dependent random Hamil- 
toniaa 
H(t )  = i-Io+ A V(t ) ,  
~vhere )t is a dimensionless coupling parameter and 
V( t .w)= E v,,(T,[~o])A,,, 
?] ~- | 
for every pair ( t ,w)~x J ' L  It follows that the 
Schroedinger quation 
d ,,'~ ( t ) 
-iAU~(-t)V/t)U~(t)yA(t). 
dt 
time-evolution satisfies the 
(3.1) 
The present system is a sketch of a model formulated in [8]. It i,~ basically concerned 
~vith a random differential equation approach to compute the van Hove's long-time, 
weak-coupling limit of non-equilibrium any-body systems, in order to derive a 
macroscopic evolution equation (Master equation) from the microscopic dynamics. 
In this limit A --, 0 and the time t is rescaled in such a way that A2t remains constant. 
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Roughly the presence of coupling parameter k in the dynamical equation means 
A-2 that there are collisions per unit time. 
We now solve equation (3.1). We rewrite part of the framework we have already 
introduced in order to have a more general statement of the problem. 
The free-system is represented by the triple (~,  H, ,  { U, (t): t ~ R}). The reservoir 
is described by the Hilbert space ~2 = ~z(O, ~:, P) and the one-parameter strongly 
continuous group of operators {U2(t): t c R} is defined by the transformations T,,. 
We call/42 the generator of this group. We thus have that;, for every f2 e ~2, 
( Uz(t)f)[eo] = fz( Tt[w ]), 
for all pairs (t, to) e R x O. 
From coupling the free-system and the reservoir esults the following system: 
Y(= Yg,®Y(z, H(°)=H~®I+I®Hz,  U"')(t) = Uj(t)® U2(t). 
The interaction law is given by 
oO 
V= Y~ v,,®A,,, 
n=l  
where v, and A,, are defined above. 
The global system is then described by the self-adjoint operator H = H"~+ Y 
and the one-parameter g oup {U(t )= exp(itH): tc R}. We omit here the coupling 
parameter k. 
In the interaction picture, the time-evolution is given, for each f ~ ~, by 
f(t) = UIm(-t) U(t)f 
which represents the coupling of the, otherwise, apart systems. 
Derivating both sides of the above equation with respect o t, we obtain 
dr ( t )  i U,,,~(_t ) VU,,)(t)f(t)" (3.2) 
dt 
We note that 
Thus the time-evolution f(t) can be identified as a .~',-valued stochastic process. 
In this case equation (3.2) read~: 
d/'(t) 
- i UI ( - t )  V(t)  U, ( t ) ]~ t), 
dt 
where 
,3t_ 
V(t, w) = Z v,(T,[to])A,, 
r t= l  
for all pail (t, to)e Rx/2. 
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